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A Word from the Editor
Welcome to the October issue! As we head into the fall and winter months, at STIBC we are working as hard as ever
to be the voice of translators and interpreters here in BC. With membership renewal season almost upon us, we are
busy preparing for another year of professional development and advancement, as well as advocacy for our members.

As you probably know, STIBC is a member of CTTIC, the Canadian Translators, Terminologists and Interpreters
Council, the body that represents professionals like you on a national level. CTTIC is also responsible for providing
and marking all our certification exams. This year, for their AGM in November, we encourage all members to get
involved and we hope many of you take this opportunity to send us your comments, which STIBC will gladly share
with CTTIC board.
In other news, following interest from some members, we have been working on a custom solution for electronic
signatures. All certified translators will soon be able to access our private platform, create translation packages
automatically. and sign them electronically, at no extra cost. In the months to come, we will also be contacting key
institutions in BC to encourage them to accept this electronic format, which should make certified translations more
secure, help protect the environment, and save us all some time.
Also starting this November, STIBC will be running an extended workshop series to help Associate Members become
more familiar with the translation and interpreting certification exams. As part of this series, participants will have a
chance to translate or interpret texts every week and receive feedback from the instructor and the class. If you are an
Associate Member and are interested in taking part, please contact the office or sign up in the Members Only page
once the workshops have been officially announced.

For now, I will leave you with this issue of the Voice, where you will find the long-awaited interview with awardwinning poet and translator Erín Moure, as well as a quick guide to essential (and nice-to-have) software for
translators, followed by an interview with Jonathan Berkowitz, a dedicated linguist with a true passion for the English
language. And, last but not least, don’t forget to check out page 9 to see the solutions to last issue´s puzzles!
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Newly Certified Members via CTTIC Exams and On Dossier
Congratulations to the following new STIBC-certified members!
Interpreting (Court)
Iryna Iudina:

Interpreting (Medical)
Shu Ping Zhou:
Xiachao Ding:
Ning Hu:

Russian <> English

Mandarin <> English
Mandarin <> English
Mandarin <> English

Upcoming STIBC Webinars

Working with translation agencies, November 3 at 5:30 p.m., with Bekircan Tahberer

Whether you are a new Translator or Interpreter, or a seasoned professional, the task of deciding which jobs
to accept can be very challenging. To help navigate the complicated choices, many Translators and
Interpreters choose to work with organizations that operate as language service providers (translation
agencies, interpreting companies, etc.)
How do you choose the “right” agency for work?
•
•

How do you get hired by an agency?
How do you avoid scams?

These topics and more will be covered in the first part of this informative workshop.
Registration free for STIBC Members.

Language specific workshop – English to Farsi, November 4 at 5 p.m., with Zahra Anvar

Beneficial workshop for beginners in the field of translation and an excellent refresher for seasoned
translators, in particular for those who will be taking the certification exam. There are many ways to
translate a given sentence in a specific language combination and they may all be right. But which ones are
more acceptable within the Canadian/CTTIC context? This is an interactive workshop where the instructor
(a certified translator) and participants will have a text to translate before they come to the workshop.
Participants will provide their version of the translation and get the perspective of the instructor, who will
elaborate on the common issues regarding a particular language combination.
STIBC members $40, non-members $60.

Heinrich Schliemann’s Multilingual World, November 8 at 5 p.m., with Stefanie Kennell

International entrepreneur-investor Heinrich Schliemann (1822-1890) is famous for his archaeological
discoveries at the Homeric sites of Troy and Mycenae and skill in acquiring languages. But his writings remain
largely unpublished. To fill this knowledge gap, Certified Translator and former STIBC President Stefanie
Kennell spent 2021-2022 tracing Schliemann's footsteps in Greek archives, examining his earliest extant
personal narrative from a linguistic perspective. In this webinar, Stefanie discusses turning Schliemann's
64-pp. German letter about his experiences in 1841-1842 into an annotated text with English translation—
with remarks on archaic, colloquial, and technical vocabulary, literary allusions, French loanwords, and
Dutch—and invites participants to share insights on his languages and journeys.
STIBC members $40, non-members $60.
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An Interview with Award-Winning Poet and Translator
Erín Moure
by Ben Crompton
If poets and translators were actors and pop stars,
stadiums full of people would show up when Erín
Moure spoke, and she would have to wear wigs and
dark glasses to slip the paparazzi. But instead, the
only person ever to win the Governor General's
Literary Award in both poetry and translation lives a
relatively normal life in Montreal, which suits her
fine. Moure is the multi award-winning author of
18 books of poetry, and translator of 21 books of
poetry from Spanish, French, Portuguese, Galician,
and Ukrainian. She wrote a memoir about her time
living in Vancouver titled Sitting Shiva on Minto
Avenue, by Toots, which was a finalist for the 2018
City of Vancouver Book Award. I spoke with her via
Zoom on a warm summer evening in July.
Can you talk about your childhood as it relates to your
work? When did you fall in love with translation?

I have loved words since I could start to make them
out as bugs on the page under the drawing. I have
often spoken about this and written about it. Reading
itself is translation. Making out a word and taking it
as a sound from the page into the heart.

I have talked about the complex and hidden history
of my mother’s family, meaning I realized more than
English existed, and more than English and French…
How do you select the projects you work on? Do you
ever just read a French book or poem, fall in love with
it, and contact the writer? Do writers and/or
publishers reach out to you?

I just translate books I love that I think would bring
something new and vital into the literature of the target language. Something that calls to join us in English and be a
new companion. Something that I feel sorry that my fellow anglophone readers can’t read. And that I think would
remain untranslated if I did not take up the task. Writers and publishers do reach out to me, but they know that it is
me who chooses what I translate. That way all my passion and love for the work itself can see me through the
difficulties of it.

Once, in an interview, you said you don’t believe in inspiration. What makes for good writing? If not inspiration, what do
you believe in in terms of producing good writing and translation?

Listening, humility, listening. Listening again. What is the language saying to me, how does it ask to be translated?
Writing involves lexicon, syntax, music/rhythm/sound. It is a multiplicity. We don’t translate texts, we translate our
readings of texts, and our readings are bound up with our own culture and thinking. To open that up, we need to listen,
listen again, read variously, and never shy from hard texts. You have to listen to the poem and it will tell you how it
wants to be translated. You have to really listen to the language. I think you have to have that fire in your belly, too.
Your job is to bring this work into a different language to meet new companions, and you want them to make a good
impression on the people you're introducing them to. So, you have to put a lot of heart into it.
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You tell a story about American border guards breaking into laughter when you explained what a poetry reading was.
One of them said, “Can’t the people read the poems at home?” Does this make you despair for the state of poetry? Is it a
dying form? Do Canadians in particular not appreciate poetry in translation?
That just made me laugh. He did let me across the border! Poetry exists outside the marketplace of reading, a big space,
unexplored and free. There are more poets than ever at work in Canada now.

As for poetry in translation, as I have said before, because our literary system, to counter complete inundation in the
U.S. system, has since the 1950s relied on CC [Canada Council] grants to small literary publishers to enable them to
operate, it demands in return that only Canadians be published. Thus, a small publisher would have a lot of difficulty
publishing a translation of poetry of a foreigner, even one made by a Canadian. Translators of international poetry,
like astronauts, have to emigrate their intelligence from Canada in order to find a way to work in their field. As such,
over the years, poetry readers have been groomed not to read international poetry unless it is chosen and published
in the U.S.A., predominantly. So, we have American choices, rarely Canadian ones, to read. And the choice of what to
translate is a cultural and ideological choice. Canada squelches its own voice in this.
In an interview with Jonathan Ball, you state that if you are translating a poem in which the presence of a certain flower
indicates a certain season into a language or a culture in which that flower does not exist, you have to change it. Can you
discuss this idea? And, more generally, the idea of “untranslatable” words or concepts?
Well, if the flower which is there to indicate spring is one that doesn’t come out in spring here, you know, what's more
important, that I have the name of the actual flower and I add a footnote, or I replace it with a flower or something
else that represents spring here? It reminds me of when I took my first Galician tests: you have to match a picture with
a word. So there are all these pictures of fish, and I'm able to get the squid and octopus, and, I see a trout and a sole, so
I can find the words for them. But the other fish, I don't have a clue. Fish, fish, fish, fish, and fish? But I come from
Alberta, you know? We have whitefish, pike, and trout.

All languages are full of untranslatables because lexicon does not have equivalents, full equivalents, between
languages: lexicon is given meaning by culture, and any word has a broad register of meanings, significations,
emphases, histories in the language. To move into another language means leaving a community and history behind.
Thus, there are always many possibilities, and these emerge from and through the translator, who also bears a
community and a history.
A certain difficulty, in English, is that we have one term where two are needed and two exist in Galician and in French,
say:
langage = linguaxe = language

langue = lingua = language (sometimes you can use “tongue” but often that sounds odd)

And never mind the untranslatables… this is the beauty of poetry, that each word a poet chooses matters, the tense
they use, where they break the line, how the syntax is organized and where each word lands: they are able to create
paradox and contradiction that are as rich as life itself. These paradoxes and contradictions give resonance to poetry.
By working on poetry translation, a translator can learn a lot about language, and if they listen to the poem, the
language will teach them… you emerge changed. I love poetry because for me love is being changed by language,
becoming a new person, every day.

CTTIC Certification Exams
•
•

Oct 24: From other language to English (handwritten)

Oct 31: From English to other language (handwritten)

Info: Silvia Milicia ctticexam@stibc.org.
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Using Technology to Boost Your Productivity
(And make your work a lot easier…)

When I first started doing translation, many years ago, all I had was a laptop and stand where I propped up
printed copies of the original documents I was working on. Needless to say, the translation process was slow.
Not just because I was inexperienced and agonized endlessly about nuances and usage, but also because I had
not even heard of CAT tools, let alone the kind of advanced software that is available nowadays. Over the years,
I slowly incorporated several tools into my translation practice, and together they have smoothed out the process
from start to finish, and made my work more enjoyable while allowing me to more than triple my daily output.
So, in case it helps you too, here is a list of some of the essential technologies I use on a daily basis in my work as
a translator.
CAT tools

CAT tools have become standard in the translation world, and for good reason. Back in the days when I still
worked with printed originals, I found that I often wasted a lot of time trying to find my line and was always
terrified of missing out a sentence or even an entire paragraph. Not to mention that nagging feeling you get when
you know you have translated a particular sentence before and find yourself having to do it again from scratch.
Many documents of all kinds contain a significant number of repetitions, so the time-saving potential of
translation memories is hard to overestimate. It is also very useful to keep term bases to make sure you don’t
end up forgetting and looking up the same technical term or abbreviation again and again.
Multiple or oversized monitors

Multiple monitors have been shown to increase productivity in many professional contexts, but they are a musthave in translation. If one of your screens is taken up by a CAT tool screen, for instance, you might find that you
often need to refer back to the original document to see the segment in context. And if you have a space for a
third monitor, it is great to have one dedicated entirely to whatever research and terminology searches you need
to do, so you don’t waste a bunch of time toggling between different screens.
OCR software

How do you deal with a scanned non-editable PDF document that you cannot upload to your CAT tools? Do you
really have to start typing it all out in Word? This was a situation I often found myself in in the early days, and it
took me a while to find a good solution. The good news is that OCR software can “read” almost anything that a
human can read and export it to an editable format in the blink of an eye. Some programs are better than others
and, admittedly, the results are not always great when it comes to reproducing complex formatting. However, if
the exported document looks messy and hard to work on, many programs give you the option to export just the
text, which can then be copied and pasted into a Word document and transferred to your CAT tools in a fraction
of the time it would have taken to do it all from scratch.
Voice recognition software

This is one of my personal favourites. No matter how fast you type, if it is under 150 words per minute (and it
almost certainly is!), you can significantly increase your productivity by using voice recognition software. I
recommend that you invest in a paid version that works reliably, does not cut off every few seconds and does
well at recognizing the language or languages you work with the most. Some solutions offer a free trial, so you
can see whether they are right for you before committing. Finally, in order to get the most out of your voice
speech-to-text software, it is a good idea to purchase a high-quality headset that keeps a microphone close to
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your mouth. After some mixed results, I personally found that this made a huge difference to the quality of the
speech-to-text recognition.
Programmable mice

This is one of the new trends in translation. and absolutely worthwhile if you are already using all the basic
software and would like to streamline your process even more. Programmable mice have several buttons that
can be set to one or several keystrokes. Mine, for example, is programmed to support my work with CAT tools,
so the right-side button selects the first suggestion in the translation memory, the left-side one copies “source to
target,” and the centre button confirms the segment. As with a lot of things, it takes a while to get used to, but
once you have trained your brain to work with the new buttons, it can really help you fly through your
translations.
Overall…

Learning to use new programs can be challenging at times, and not all products I tried were a good fit or worth
the money. Everyone’s work is different, and it makes sense to try out someone else’s program first, watch a few
videos on YouTube, or take advantage of free trials to ensure that the solution will be an asset for your specific
projects. And as far as the learning aspect is concerned, sometimes your work might even go a bit slower while
you are still becoming familiar with a product or function. My wholehearted recommendation, though, is that
you persevere. Personally, I am glad that I went to the trouble of learning how to use a whole suite of translation
software, and at this point I would be utterly lost without it.
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An Interview with Linguist and Author Jonathan Berkowitz
By Daniella Givon

Dr. Jonathan Berkowitz, the "Word Guy," is a contributor to CBC’s
North by Northwest, hosted by Sheryl MacKay, where he comments
on English-language subjects such as the evolution of the language
over the centuries, employing English in a variety of forms, as well
as funny topics like common mistakes and mixed metaphors. Dr.
Berkowitz, a professor of statistics at UBC's Sauder School of
business, compiled his segments about the English language into a
book of short essays titled, Tales from the Word Guy, published in
August 2022. I sat down with Berkowitz at his second office—
Terra Bread Bakery & Café—to discuss his book.
You are a statistician—so where did the interest and the
engagement with words come from?

All my life I’ve loved words, from the earliest days when I learned
how to read. And I have just been fascinated by patterns of letters.
That is, I think, the connection with my profession, which is
numbers. What is common between letters and numbers is pattern
recognition. Not just the structure of a particular word, but the
structure of a sentence, of how the language works, those are
patterns. When I find things that are surprising or unexpected,
there is a little shiver of delight. Music, too, has patterns, and that
is another love in my life. The sound of the language, the nuance,
the right way to express things, the right word for the right
situation--that is where my interest came from. For a career, I
could have gone the route of linguistics, but family tradition was science and mathematics, so that is where I ended
up. Numbers for a vocation, words for avocation.
How did you end up as a guest on North by Northwest?

I hosted a National Puzzling League convention in Vancouver in 2015. As part of the publicity, I contacted all the media
including CBC. Sheryl MacKay responded and asked me to come and do an interview, after which she invited me to
come on once a week to share a word puzzle which was about three minutes long. I gave people homework to think
about and I became The Puzzling Professor. I did the word puzzles for about a year, when MacKay asked me to do a
longer monthly piece on anything I wanted about the English language. I became “The Word Guy,” and in September I
started my eighth season on CBC.
You are on the radio once a month. Your book features 57 segments. How do you come up with the ideas for these
segments?

Some of them come from browsing my extensive library of dictionaries and books about words. Other ideas come to
me from everyday conversations, where people would say, “I wonder where this word comes from?”, or I hear a
misusage and think that there is a topic there, that could be humorous. I get ideas from anywhere, but mostly from
just listening to the language and how people use it. Also, because I have been doing this program for a long time,
people send me suggestions and questions.
What are some surprising or interesting things you came across during your research?

I will go with two answers: one is “surprising,” and one is “interesting”. In pretty much every segment I’ve written, I
learned something interesting. And occasionally there are surprises. If I smile about it, I know others will too. You'll
see in the book the section “entertaining English”. That was fun. Evolving, origin, mechanics of English. How we make,
use words. I always learn something new. English is a Germanic language. But an unbelievable number of words come
from French. I was surprised at how strong the French influence is on our language. As well, word origins fascinate
me. There is a chapter about words formed by mistakes. Those surprise me. Examples are in that chapter.
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What was really funny that you discovered?
I love mondegreens which are misunderstood or misinterpreted words or phrases resulting from a mishearing of the
lyrics of a song. An example is Jimi Hendrix’s song “ ‘Scuse me while I kiss the sky” and most people hear as, “’Scuse
me while I kiss this guy.” A clash between the words and the meanings, which occur in headlines, amuse me. People
use wrong words in expressions. Very funny.
Many languages have a regulatory body, but English does not. Do you have any thoughts about that?

English grew from a language that was spoken by people on an island--not widely spread. However, it grew with the
Norman Conquest and the influx of French, and then the growth of the language was very rapid from many sources,
as people came to the British Isles and as the British Empire expanded. There was no way to keep the growth
contained. English happily borrowed from other languages, and I have a chapter about words from pretty much every
language. English is always changing. An academy is pointless for English. Another point is that English is the language
of the internet. How can you have an academy that says you cannot use that word or that it is a wrong word? It's
impossible to control it.
We do have grammar books and rules.

One has to be careful in following the rules of grammar that were prescribed some 100 or 60 years ago by a bunch of
grammarians, who said this is the right way to do things and this is the wrong way to do things. For example, splitting
infinitives. It is a dumb rule, and the reasoning does not work for us. Another one is ending a sentence with a
preposition. Why not? We have to decide which rules we are going to discard. The challenge is deciding what to keep
and what not to keep. Syntax matters. But language changes, so some of the rules are worth keeping and some not.
Though we do have usage panels, maybe convened by the dictionary publishers.
Your book is descriptive, not prescriptive. Do you have any prescriptive thoughts about English or English speakers?

Yes. Those who care about the language have to decide for themselves what use is worth keeping and when it is not.
For example, a battle I lost is about the word data, which is plural. You should say “the data are.” but society has
abandoned that and says “the data is.” I won’t correct people on that. Some words are simply wrong, like “irregardless.”
It is not a word. You have to decide which things are worth making a stand on and which aren’t. Another point I want
to make is that people’s vocabulary is not very big. English has a million words, dictionaries have around 600,000
words, but people have about 20,000, and spoken English is a few thousand words. People’s language is impoverished.
They should find the words that describe the nuances of what they want to express, not just catch-all words. Use all
the language. If you don’t know a word, look it up. Nuances are really important. This is what you do as a translator.
You don’t just stick with any word. You look for a word that expresses exactly the word in the source language.

Obituaries

This issue, we are sad to inform you of the death of two of our long-time members.

Fariborz Khaska, an English <> Farsi certified translator and interpreter who had been a
member of our society since 1997, passed away in the early hours of August 28 after a long
and courageous battle with cancer.
Earlier in the summer, we also learned of the passing of Khin Tan, our only certified Burmese
court interpreter, who had been a beloved and active member of the STIBC board for several
years. Khin Tan passed peacefully on July 9th, after battling Stage 4 cancer for 19 months.

Both will be missed, and our thoughts are with their family and friends during this difficult
time.
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Solution to the Six Pack
For easy reference, let us assign a letter and a number to each box in the grid.

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5
B1 B2 B3 B4 B5
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5
The words to be searched for in the Six Pack are: QUA, HIER, ICI, AQUI, ACÁ and HERE.

A A M I R
Á U U C E
C Q I

I

I

A E R E H
The location of these words: (They are all HERE, if you get my drift.)
QUA (Italian) Starts from C2 ↑
HIER: (German) Starts from D5 ↑
ICI: (French) Starts from A4 ↓ or C4 ↑
AQUI: (Portuguese) Starts from D1 ↗
ACÁ: (Spanish) Starts from D1 ↑
HERE: (English) Starts from D5 ←
The unused letters, I A M, anagrammed in six languages:
aim (English)
ami (French: friend)
ímã (Portuguese: magnet)
mai (Italian: never)
Mai (German: May)
mia: (Italian: my) (Spanish: mine)

The words in red, HERE I AM, explain why “the title is a clue.”
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The STIBC Voice is Calling All Members!
The STIBC Voice, published four times a year (January, April, October, and July), is looking for contributions that relate
to the translation and interpretation industries locally, nationally, and internationally.
Author-members eager to share new ideas, sources of inspiration, proposals for improvement, and experiences of
interest to colleagues and friends are invited to submit news items, articles, announcements or illustrated essays
that fit into the following framework:

News Items and Announcements (50-200 words)

Brief notices about events, issues, and projects relevant to STIBC.
Feature Articles (500-800 words)

Longer pieces that entertain, enlighten, and compel

 discussing one or more topics of interest in depth

 sharing knowledge, for example professional experiences, implementation efforts in markets, or tips and
tricks

 offering new perspectives on current global issues affecting our profession, such as migration, citizenship,
and technological change

 reflecting on technical and linguistic matters, educational issues, regulatory perspectives, etc.

Submissions should include a title, the author’s name and date (section headings optional). The use of images
(paintings, sketches, photos, tables and/or sidebars) for illustration and emphasis is encouraged.

All contributed material must comply with the ethical principles and standards of professional conduct set out
in the STIBC Code of Ethics (see the Bylaws, Part 14).

Please send all texts (.doc, .docx, or .rtf files, double-spaced 12-point standard font, basic formatting) and
images (.jpg or .png files) to the STIBC Voice Editor at voice-editor@stibc.org.

All articles selected for publication will be edited for content (including length, if they exceed the recommended
word count and space is tight), spelling and grammar.
Contributions are welcome at any time throughout the year, but…

To suggest ideas for articles or to ask about any other details, please contact the STIBC Voice Editor at voiceeditor@stibc.org.

Please note: Certified Members are reminded that each article they contribute that is accepted for publication
in the Voice is eligible for one CE credit under the Continuing Education Chart subscription/contribution
category, which allows a maximum of five credits in this category per year.

THE SUBMISSION DEADLINE FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NEXT ISSUE IS:
SUNDAY, JANUARY 1, 2023.
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